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INTENDED USE

The trailer refrigeration unit is not suitable for use in areas where 
there is a risk of explosion or fire as the liquid refrigerant produces 
toxic gases in the presence of an open flame or electrical short 
circuit.

The trailer refrigeration unit is not equipped to withstand 
aggressive atmospheric conditions.

Ensure good ventilation of the unit, providing air circulation and 
access for any maintenance.

Do not expose the trailer refrigeration unit to direct sunlight or 
rain.

Ensure proper air circulation within the trailer when loading the 
trailer and make sure you do not block the evaporator.

OPERATING GUIDE

The trailer will be delivered to your required position (within reach 
of a power point) levelled and secured with the refrigeration unit 
fitted.

Once in position, the delivery driver will attach locks to the wheel 
and the towing hitch so that the trailer cannot be moved or stolen 
during the hire period.

The delivery driver will set the temperature of the unit to suit your 
requirements and switch the unit on.

A key will be provided for the door of the unit, it is recommended 
that the door be locked at all times when access is not required.
The door should be kept closed when access is not required to 
prevent temperature fluctuations and possible defrost activation.

CLEANING

Never use abrasive substances of flammable solvents such as 
alcohol, benzene of thinners for cleaning the trailer, just wipe with 
a damp cloth.

 GENERAL SAFETY

Contact Event Hire for information and advice on the suitability 
and safety of this type of equipment. There is a risk of injury if you 
do not follow the instructions printed in this guide.

This equipment should only be used by a competent adult who has 
read and understood these instructions. Anyone with a temporary 
or permanent disability should seek expert advice before using the 
equipment.

Keep all children, animals and bystanders away from the trailer.
Never use the equipment if you are ill, tired or under the influence 
of alcohol or drugs. Never operate electrical switches with wet 
hands.

Injury hazard from rotating fan blades – keep hands away from fan 
blades.

Components such as condenser, evaporator and tubes may still be 
hot from operation – allow sufficient cooling time before touching 
the refrigeration unit.

Always switch off and unplug the equipment from the power 
supply before moving or cleaning. Check the equipment before use, 
if it shows signs of damage request a replacement.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

The equipment is designed to plug directly into a standard 240volt, 
13 amp socket. Make sure the equipment and power socket are 
switched off before plugging into the power supply.

If the equipment fails to operate or the power cable or plug 
becomes damaged, contact Event Hire. Never try to repair the 
equipment yourself.

Keep the power cable out of harm’s way. Extension leads should be 
unwound fully, never run them through water, over sharp objects or 
where they may be a trip hazard.

Use a suitable RCD (Residual Current Operated Device) to reduce 
the risk of electric shock.

The symbol above indicates a hazardous situation that, if not 
avoided, could result in permanent damage and / or personal 
injury. Switch off the unit and contact Event Hire
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